Kaiser Aluminum offers aluminum plate, sheet and coil products tailored for the aerospace market. These products can be created from the following alloy selections:

- **7XXX Series**: 7050, 7075, 7175, 7178
- **2XXX Series**: 2014, 2024, 2219
- **6061**: 0.250” - 10.000”

**Dimensions**
- Sheet: 0.008” - 0.249”
- Plate: 0.125” - 8.5”
- Bar: Heat Treated .250” - 2.500” Diameter
- Rod: Heat Treated .750” - 2.500” Diameter

**Profiles**
- Round
- Square
- Hex
- Rectangular

**Tempers**
- T76511, T76, T74511, T73, T6511, T6, T4511, T4, T3511, T3, T2

**Heat Treat**
- 32’ max c/L

**Dimensions**
- Maximum length dependent on alloy, temper, gauge and width.

**Quality Control**
- Dimensional and Form Tolerance
- Expert Metallurgical Resources
- Federal/State Process Control

**Industries**
- Aerospace, Transportation, General Engineering, and Defense Markets.

**Contact Information**
- Phone: 509-924-1500
- Fax: 509-927-6309
- Web: kaiseraluminum.com
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